Tampered images spread nowadays over any visual media influencing our judgement in many aspects of our life. This is particularly critical for face splicing manipulations, where recognizable identities are put out of context. To contrast these activities on a large scale, automatic detectors are required.
Parametric models describing the interaction between light and the environ-
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is solved, where r 0,0 (N (X k )) = πY 0,0 (N (X k )), r 1,m (N (X k )) = 2π 3 Y 1,m (N (X k )), 78 r 2,m (N (X k )) = π 4 Y 2,m (N (X k )), and K ≥ 9 pixel sampling locations x k are used.
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A possible splice is noticed when, in the same image, lighting coefficients 80 relative to different parts of the scene exhibit relevant differences. In particular, 81 lighting coefficients are estimated from occluding boundaries in [12] , and from 82 human faces in [22, 23, 14] , after retrieving their 3D shape. To the best of 83 our knowledge, the complex model described in [14] , enriched to overcome the 84 strict assumptions behind the spherical harmonics representation given above,
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is the current state-of-the-art in face splicing based on lighting observations. Given a face in the image and its associated 3D shape model (see Fig. 1a 114 and 1b, respectively), we first pre-process the model so as to remove face regions 115 strongly violating the assumptions above (see Fig. 1c ). These regions include 
where the sum is over the masked face pixels, with weights
computed from the Gaussian distribution subject to a influence cutoff threshold τ k :
The value of τ k corresponds to the 2.5 th percentile of the distribution of the 135 z ik , for i = [0, . . . , B]. In this way, weights associated to normalsn k that are 136 too far from the i th bin representative n i are forced to zero. The standard 137 deviation σ used to define the kernel bandwidth in Eq. 5 is equal to 3/8 times 138 the average angular distance between two adjacent vertexes of the icosphere.
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By concatenating the bin values for each channel, i.e.,
the final FISH descriptor L is obtained.
141
FISH descriptors can be used to compare faces in a probe image. The more 142 two FISH descriptors are similar, the more the corresponding faces are likely to 143 be exposed to the same lighting conditions. A possible definition of the distance 144 D(a, b) between two FISH descriptors L a and L b associated to faces a and b is In order to remove skin color effects when comparing two FISH descriptors 153 L a and L b , we developed and tested two normalization strategies. The first 154 strategy consists of simply pre-normalizing L by the mean RGB value µ of the 155 associated masked face, under the common assumption that albedo is a scale 156 factor, i.e.,
In the second strategy, color saturation is taken into account. In detail, the 159 FISH descriptor L a is normalized with respect to its albedo µ a , then the albedo
L a→b is then compared with L b . The final distance is made symmetric by also 162 considering the case in which the µ a is applied to L b , so that then we select the minimum among the two distances, that in this case is 7.02. 
Automatic face splicing detection pipeline 183
We employed the FISH descriptor to develop a fully automated pipeline for 184 face splicing detection, that can be divided into the following three steps (see and to obtain an estimate of the face shape. In particular, we adopted the Hence the slight discrepancies between our results and theirs.) Table 3 reports the AUC of the ROC curve for different versions of our 290 method and the current state-of-the-art methods. For our pipeline using FISH 291 descriptors, the superscript '⋆' is applied when the recent CCN method described 292 in [26] is employed to compute the 3D face model instead of the standard 3DMM. in all cases on the DSO-1 dataset, it is D ′′ that obtains the best scores. This 313 behavior is reasonably due to the different ranges of RGB values that can be 314 found in the images. should spend more time for the computation of the transfer coefficients.
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Notice that the distance computation is slightly slower for our solution, due 
